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7.1.1 Introduction

FIGURE 7.1 Uber created a cohesive brand that is instantly
recognisable and easily adapts to the 660+ cities worldwide
where Uber operates. The clean visual change from Uber’s
previous brand identity broke ties with their former CEO and
toxic culture and helped move the company forward into a new
era. This illustrates the powerful influence marketing can have on
consumers’ perceptions.

Some Year 12 students decided they
wanted to help those affected by the
devastating Australian bushfires in 2020
so they approached their principal about
their fundraising ideas. Once their idea
was approved, they got word out via
social media, morning announcements
and posters around the school informing
students about the dress-up day as well
as explaining how the small contributions
they make can help the wider community
and make an impact. These students
were involved in marketing, whether they
realised it or not.

Meanwhile Uber introduced one of
the biggest changes to their marketing
strategy. The company decided to
rebrand themselves due to the negative
publicity that had been generated which
was undermining their marketing efforts.
While Uber’s former CEO built a hugely
successful business, their increasingly
toxic culture tarnished the business’s reputation. The old Uber logo with an all-caps and hyper-masculine appeal
emphasised consumer’s perceptions of this hostility. In order to persuade customers that this culture was gone
when their former CEO was replaced, Uber decided on a complete redesign to
overhaul the brand from the ground up. They began this by updating their logo to
one that incorporates a sense of accessibility and friendliness. Uber’s promotional
strategies showcased how the company was using their new logo in the real world.
This rebrand is an example of how marketing can influence consumers’ opinions.

strategy long-term, broad aims
affecting all key business areas;
that is, the strategic role of each
key business function involves
the managers of each function
contributing to the strategic
direction or strategic plan of the
business

Both of these examples show that marketing is undertaken by businesses — regardless
of size — with the intention of generating sales by satisfying customers’ needs and
wants.
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Everywhere you look, you are constantly exposed to all aspects of the marketing process. For example, as
you were travelling to school today, you probably didn’t realise you were exposed to many different forms of
marketing. But just how many advertisements do we see in a day? Back in the 1970s, it was reported that the
average person saw between 500 and 1600 ads each day. Since there was no online marketing back then, most
ads were found on TV, in newspapers and on billboards. A few decades later and these figures have grown
exponentially. In 2020, it is estimated that the average person encounters between 6000 and 10 000 ads every
single day. Like the students at the beginning of this section, you have therefore been participating in the process
of marketing, whether or not you were aware of it.

BizFACT

The average consumer is exposed to an estimated 3000 advertising messages every day.

FIGURE 7.2 Which current advertisement
has most impressed you? What product is it
advertising? You can probably answer these
questions easily. This is because you have
been influenced by advertising. Everywhere
you look businesses are using advertising to
influence consumer buying behaviour.

Certain aspects of the marketing process are easily
identifiable, and our culture has become immersed in product
promotion, especially advertising (see figure 7.2).

Marketing is vital to the existence of a business. Just because
someone invents a new product or improves an existing one
does not guarantee customers will buy it. Without some
form of marketing, customers may not even be aware of
a product’s existence regardless of how ‘record breaking’,
‘new and improved’ or ‘revolutionary’ it may be.

Statistics reveal that more than 80 per cent of new products
launched on the market fail in the first year of operation,
mainly as a result of poor marketing. Businesses make
few sales if they do not market their products successfully,
eventually ending in failure. At the same time, many
products that would seem insignificant and unimportant have
become best-selling ‘essential’ items as a result of a well-
managed and professional marketing plan. Who would have
ever thought that brown, sugary, fizzy water with addictive
qualities would become the global product it is today.

The following chapter will outline the strategic role of
marketing, how marketing is interdependent with other key
business functions, the various approaches to marketing that
exist as well as the different types of markets.

Resourceseses
Resources

Digital document Key terms glossary (doc-35573)

Exam question booklet Chapter 7 Exam question booklet (eqb-0029)
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7.2 Role of marketing

SYLLABUS LINK In this topic you will learn learn about the strategic role of marketing.

Source: Business Studies Stage 6 Syllabus © Copyright 2010 NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA).

7.2.1 Introduction
There are many definitions used to describe marketing. The most commonly accepted definition comes from
the American Marketing Association: ‘Marketing is the process of planning and executing the conception,
pricing, promotion and distribution of ideas, goods and services to create exchanges that satisfy individual and
organisational objectives.’

A more simplified definition is that marketing is a total system of interacting activities designed to plan, price,
promote and distribute products to present and potential customers. At the heart of these activities is the most
fundamental question all businesses should continually ask: ‘What do customers want to buy — now and in the
future?’ This is the essence of marketing — finding out what the customers want then attempting to satisfy their
needs.

These definitions reveal the four main features of marketing. Marketing:
• involves a wide range of activities
• is directed at a wide range of goods, services and ideas
• stresses the importance of satisfying exchanges — that is, something in return
• is not limited to the activities of businesses.

Many people when asked which word they associate with the term ‘marketing’ respond with ‘selling’. They
think that marketing is just a fancy name for selling. However, the two words have different meanings. Selling
involves a set of activities that salespeople undertake to assist the customer’s buying decisions. In this sense,
selling is part of the marketing process, but marketing takes a much broader view and is more involved than
selling. Actually, the current view of marketing is such that it does not even have to involve the selling of a good
or service — for example, not-for-profit organisations such as community activist groups and charities attempt to
market certain ideas or causes.

marketing the process of planning
and executing the conception,
pricing, promotion and distribution
of ideas, goods and services to
create exchanges that satisfy
individual and organisational
objectives (American Marketing
Association). A more simplified
definition is that marketing is a
total system of interacting activities
designed to plan, price, promote
and distribute products to present
and potential customers.

Many people also mistakenly believe that marketing is the same as advertising. This is
because advertising is highly visible and everywhere, which makes it easy to associate
the two. The definitions reveal, however, marketing to be a far more multifaceted
activity. As you will discover in chapter 10, advertising, though highly influential,
is just one part of the promotion strategy, which in itself is one of a number of
marketing strategies. While in the past businesses adopted a sales-oriented approach
to marketing, the current marketing approach places the customer at the centre of
all marketing activities. This current approach focuses on satisfying the consumer’s
needs and wants, being socially responsible and building long-term and cost-effective
relationships with customers.
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FIGURE 7.3 A good way to distinguish between advertising and marketing is to think of marketing as a pie.
Inside that pie you have four slices for each of the four marketing strategies: product, price, promotion and place.
Advertising is only one piece of the promotional slice in the strategy. All of these strategies must work together
toward achieving the business’s objectives.
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SNAPSHOT

Case study: Apple sets the benchmark in marketing

Apple’s success has been a direct result of their marketing, which is
why they were voted the overall winner of the CMO Survey Award for
Marketing Excellence for eleven consecutive years. Their marketing
has become a benchmark for other companies who aspire to reach
similar heights of recognition, revenue and market share. So why is
Apple a great marketer?

Apple’s marketing strategies are not complex and are kept as simple
as possible. Their advertisements don’t include feature lists, price,
information on where to buy their products, voice-overs or special
effects. Instead, they are very straightforward, using simple language
and graphics to translate their message. Apple doesn’t overwhelm customers with jargon, choices and options,
their products are sleek and minimal and their product names are short and easy to remember. Apple studies
their customers and speaks to them in their own language.

One of Apple’s best marketing tactics is their ability to create mystery around new product launches. They
withhold information, leak rumours and keep what they are doing under wraps, which generates even more
excitement and mystique until the big unveiling. Their ‘fanboys’ and ‘fangirls’ camp out for days on end to be
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the first in line for their latest product. Apple has built one of the most hardcore fan bases of any brand and of
any time. They created a brand personality and culture that inspires devotion among millions of customers
around the world.

Apple has created this loyal following because they have been able to reach their customers at an emotional
level. Their advertisements show happy people having a great time with their products rather than focusing on
product details and features. They create advertisements that make their customers believe their products will
make their life better, easier, more fun and cooler.

Another effective marketing strategy Apple pursues is product placement. Since the mid-1990s, Apple products
have been featured in hundreds of movies and TV shows each year. One of the best examples of product
integration was in the Modern Family episode ‘Connection Lost’ where the entire episode is told through Claire
Dunphy’s Macbook Pro as well as the other apps she uses to communicate with her family such as FaceTime,
Messaging, iTunes, iPhoto and iCloud. The result is an episode that’s incredibly funny and effective without ever
actually seeming like an ad.

Apple engineers their products to be so unique that people view their product name to be the product itself;
for example, people don’t buy a tablet, they buy an iPad. Very few brands have become so ingrained in the
vocabulary that they’re synonymous with the products themselves. These are only some of the marketing
strategies that have turned the company from near bankruptcy to an industry leader.

7.2.2 Strategic role of marketing goods and services strategic refers to long-term, broad
aims affecting all key business
areas; that is, the strategic role
of each key business function
involves the managers of each
function contributing to the strategic
direction or strategic plan of the
business

profit maximisation occurs when
there is maximum difference
between the total revenue coming
into the business and total costs
being paid out

marketing plan a document that
lists activities aimed at achieving
particular marketing outcomes in
relation to goods or services. The
plan provides a template for future
action aimed at reaching business
goals, such as profit maximisation.

As outlined previously, each of the key business functions has a strategic component.
Generally, the overarching goal of business is profit maximisation. Therefore, the
strategic role of marketing is to develop a combination of strategies that can be used
to maximise sales, increase brand awareness and improve customer satisfaction
so that the business can translate this goal of profit maximisation into reality. For
example, through its sophisticated marketing plan, Coca-Cola has built on its highly
recognisable brand name. In its first year, about 10 servings of Coke were sold
per day. Today, Coca-Cola is sold in over 200 countries with 1.9 billion servings
consumed every day. Marketing is therefore a powerful strategy available to help
achieve a business’s goals.

Without a marketing strategy, financial disaster is inevitable. Many new inventions
become commercial failures because they have not been marketed adequately.
To develop customer awareness and demand, and thus form a customer base, an
organised marketing campaign is necessary, starting with the development of a
marketing plan.

When new products are developed, often the business can become too product
focused. If businesses want to achieve their financial goal of making a profit, their product needs to generate
sales. This requires them to develop a marketing plan detailing the strategies they will need to put into place to
sell their products.

To achieve the goal of profit maximisation, the marketing plan should be the focus of both short-term and
long-term planning for three reasons:
1. The marketing plan outlines the strategies to be used to bring the buyer and seller together. The business

needs to be able to identify:
• where the market is
• who will buy the product
• why they will buy the product
• how often they will buy the product.

2. The core of marketing is satisfying existing customer wants, which should lead to repeat sales.
3. Marketing is the revenue-generating activity of any business. Nothing is achieved until a sale is made.
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A successful business develops a marketing plan based on careful research and design. The customer should
always be the central focus of the marketing plan. Any business that does not develop and maintain a customer
base soon goes out of business. It is the role of the marketing plan to make sure a customer base is created and
maintained.

The marketing plan, therefore, plays a crucial strategic role in the overall success of the business. If the business
plan is the ‘road map’, then the marketing plan contains the signposts showing which direction to take
(see figure 7.4).

FIGURE 7.4 The strategic role of marketing is to increase sales and market share, which should hopefully lead to
greater profitability.

7.2.3 Interdependence with other key business functions
Interdependence refers to the mutual dependence that the key business functions have on one another.
Marketing therefore does not occur in isolation, but relies on the other functions for its success.

interdependence the mutual
dependence that the key
business functions have on one
another

marketing concept a business
philosophy that states that all
sections of the business are
involved in satisfying a customer’s
needs and wants while achieving
the business’s goals

During the 1950s, businesses began to slowly accept that they were not solely
producers or sellers, but in the business of satisfying customers’ wants. This
shift in focus to a customer-oriented approach brought about significant changes
to marketing, especially the need to undertake market research and develop a
marketing concept.

The marketing concept is a philosophy that states all sections of the business
are involved in satisfying a customer’s needs and wants while achieving the
business’s goals. The business should direct all its policies, plans and operations
towards achieving customer satisfaction. The marketing plan, therefore, needs to
become integrated into all aspects of the business (see figure 7.5), with marketing
strategies playing a major role in all business activities.
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FIGURE 7.5 At every level of the business, employees should have as their primary focus the satisfaction of the
customer. This requires the integration of the marketing plan in the four key business functions — operations,
finance, human resources and marketing — in order to achieve the business’s main goal of profit maximisation.

Operations

Finance

Marketing

Human

Resources

To be effective, therefore, the marketing concept must be embraced by all employees of the business, not only by
those involved in marketing activities.

The marketing manager cannot work in isolation and often has to work with other managers in the business to
ensure the success of the marketing plan. For example, if the success of the marketing plan means having a good
or service ready by a certain date, the operations plan will need to be in place to make sure that happens. If,
for example, a business makes Christmas puddings, it is no good delivering the puddings after 25 December!
Financial planning must also ‘connect’ with the marketing plan. It is important to remember that marketing
costs money; and finances must be available if, for example, the business wishes to embark on an expensive
advertising campaign. The marketing manager will also have to work with the human resource manager to
ensure that the right staff are employed to create the good or service that is desirable to customers.

Resourceseses
Resources

Weblinks PepsiCo

Coca-Cola

KEY IDEAS

• Marketing is undertaken by businesses with the intention of generating sales by satisfying customers’ needs
and wants.

• As consumers, we are constantly exposed to all aspects of the marketing process.
• Statistics reveal that more than 80 per cent of new products launched on the market fail in the first year of
operation, mainly as a result of poor marketing.

• Marketing is the process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion and distribution of
ideas, goods and services to create exchanges that satisfy individual and organisational objectives.

• A more simplified definition is that marketing is a total system of interacting activities designed to plan, price,
promote and distribute products to present and potential customers.

• Marketing is a multifaceted activity involving much more than merely selling or advertising.
• The strategic role of marketing is to implement strategies to maximise sales, increase brand awareness and
improve customer satisfaction so that the business can translate this goal into reality.
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• Marketing today places a strong emphasis on viewing the business through the customers’ eyes, or
customer-oriented marketing.

• To develop customer awareness and demand, and thus form a customer base, an organised marketing
campaign is necessary, starting with the development of a marketing plan.

• The marketing plan is a document that lists activities aimed at achieving particular marketing outcomes in
relation to a good or service.

• Marketing does not occur in isolation; it is interdependent with the other key business functions.
• The marketing concept is a philosophy that states all sections of the business are involved in satisfying a
customer’s needs and wants while achieving the business’s goals.

• The marketing plan needs to become integrated into all aspects of the business, with marketing strategies
playing a major role in all business activities.

7.2 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. A downloadable solutions file is also available in the Resources tab.

7.2 Quick quiz 7.2 Exercise 7.2 Exam questions

Select your pathway

LEVEL 1
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 14, 17

LEVEl 2
6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 21

LEVEL 3
18, 19, 20

7.2 Exercise

Revision

1. Recall the intention of the marketing undertaken by the Year 12 students and Coca-Cola.
2. Identify three marketing strategies that may have influenced you to purchase a good or service.
3. Clarify what the main reason is for approximately 80 per cent of all new products failing shortly after their

launch.
4. Define the term ‘marketing’.
5. State the four main features of marketing.
6. Distinguish between ‘selling’, ‘advertising’ and ‘marketing’.
7. How has the definition of marketing provided in this chapter been different to your previous understanding of

the term?
8. Identify a common financial business goal.
9. Explain the role marketing plays in achieving this goal.

10. State the main role of the marketing plan.
11. ‘Businesses that neglect the importance of marketing will experience diminished sales and reduced profits.’

Discuss.
12. The marketing manager cannot work in isolation and often has to work with other managers in the business

to ensure the success of the marketing plan.’ Discuss.
13. Demonstrate how marketing is interdependent with one other key business function.

Read the Airbnb case study in the topic opener and answer questions 14 to 16.
14. Summarise the main marketing strategies used by Airbnb.
15. How does Airbnb demonstrate a customer-oriented approach to marketing?
16. How have Airbnb positioned themselves in the accommodation market?

Read the ‘Apple sets the benchmark in marketing’ case study and answer questions 17 and 18.
17. Describe the role of marketing at Apple.
18. Evaluate the effectiveness of three of Apple’s most successful marketing strategies.
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Extension

19. Use the library and the internet to examine and create a 300-word report on the marketing of PepsiCo.
Mention similarities and differences between the marketing of PepsiCo and that of its main rival, Coca-Cola.

20. ‘Selling is merely getting rid of existing stock, whereas marketing takes a much broader view. Successful
marketing involves bringing the buyer and seller together and making a sale.’ Assess the accuracy of this
statement.

21. Investigate how the role of marketing has changed over time.

Exam questions

Question 1 (1 mark)
Source: HSC 2016 Business Studies Exam, Section I, Q8

A business plans to increase its stock to be ready for the grand opening of five new stores. This shows the
interdependence between which business functions?
A. Operations and finance
B. Operations and marketing
C. Finance and human resources
D. Human resources and marketing

Question 2 (6 mark)
Source: HSC 2012 Business Studies Exam, Section II, Q23c

XYZ Ltd produces sports shoes which are worn by elite athletes and the general public in North America. XYZ
Ltd is keen to expand into Europe and Asia. The management team of XYZ Ltd is deciding whether to use
customisation or standardisation as its marketing strategy for the expansion.

Analyse how marketing and finance would be linked in XYZ Ltd’s decision to customise or standardise.

Question 3 (1 mark)

The CEO of a large business has called a meeting with the senior management of the marketing team to develop
a global marketing plan as a part of the business’s expansion strategies. Which of the following best describes
the role of marketing in this business’s goals?
A. Tactical
B. Operational
C. Financial
D. Strategic

Question 4 (1 mark)

Which of the following activities is the responsibility of the marketing team?
A. Setting budgets for sales teams
B. After-sales service
C. Inventory control
D. Building prototypes

Question 5 (3 mark)

Explain how marketing affects operations in a business.

More exam questions are available in your learnON title.
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7.3 Production, selling, marketing approaches

SYLLABUS LINK In this subtopic you will learn about production, selling and marketing approaches.

Source: Business Studies Stage 6 Syllabus © Copyright 2010 NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA).

The focus of businesses today is to develop a marketing plan based on the marketing concept — that is, an
emphasis placed on customer satisfaction. However, marketing did not always have this as its main aim. As
figure 7.6 shows, the focus of marketing strategies has changed dramatically over the years.

The idea of the marketing concept evolved in the early 1960s. Prior to this, there were two different approaches
to marketing: production and sales.

FIGURE 7.6 The evolution of marketing. Marketing has changed dramatically, evolving from the old-fashioned
concept of simply producing goods and performing services and making them available for customers, to today’s
highly sophisticated and competitive marketing strategies, which involve aggressively seeking specific markets
and customer needs to fill.
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7.3.1 The production approach — 1820s to 1920s
The production approach focused businesses on the production of goods and services. Consequently, until the
1920s, most businesses considered marketing simply as a spin-off of production. The attitude towards marketing
is best explained by a catchphrase common during this time: ‘If we make it, they will buy it’.

production approach a
marketing approach that focuses
on the production of goods and
services

The Industrial Revolution created a tremendous burst of industrial output, which saw demand for goods (and
some services) exceed the production capabilities of many businesses. Up until World War I, businesses
concentrated their efforts on the production of goods and services. Businesses were usually able to sell all their
output. Production design was based more on the demands of mass production
techniques than on customer needs and wants. Business was production-oriented.
Henry Ford, for example, focused on ways to produce motor vehicles more quickly
and cheaply, confident that the people would buy them. Marketing consisted of
simply taking orders and delivering the products.
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FIGURE 7.7 Henry Ford is quoted as saying ‘If I had asked people what they wanted, they would have said faster
horses.’ According to legend, Henry Ford ignored customer needs and instead manufactured innovation based
solely on his vision for a better future.

7.3.2 The selling approach — 1920s to 1960s
After World War I, production became more efficient and productivity increased. Slowly the output of
businesses started to catch up with demand. High-quality, mass-produced products came on to the market, and
competition between businesses increased. No longer could a business rely on selling all it produced. Because
customers’ basic needs were satisfied, businesses had to develop a new marketing approach — one that was
sales-oriented in an attempt to beat the competition and gain new customers.

The sales approach emphasised selling because of increased competition. To stimulate demand for their goods
and services, businesses increased their spending on advertising, making use of newly developed electronic
communications systems such as radio and film. Businesses faced the challenge of persuading customers to
buy a specific brand. Sales representatives were hired and trained. Salespeople personally reached thousands
of people and, in some instances, used high-pressure tactics to convince consumers to buy products. However,
marketing still continued to play a secondary role to other functional areas such as production and finance.

sales approach a marketing
approach that emphasises selling
because of increased competition

Even though marketing was becoming more refined, most businesses were still
neglecting the needs of the customer. Instead of researching what the customer
wanted, they were producing what the company could make and getting their sales
representatives to create demand. It was not until about the 1960s that businesses
started to consider the customers’ needs.
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FIGURE 7.8 A sales-oriented business isn’t concerned
with the wants and needs of its target market; their logic
is that making a superior product or service at the right
price, combined with aggressive sales tactics, will enable
them to persuade people to buy whatever they’re selling.
Car dealerships are based on a sales orientation approach
because they are generally known to use aggressive sales
tactics and promotions to persuade customers to buy their
car instead of that of a competitor.

BizFACT

Throughout the sales approach era, the manager of the marketing department was usually given the title of sales
manager.

7.3.3 The marketing approach — 1960s to present
The marketing approach began with the economic boom after World War II, as businesses began to practise
marketing in its current form. The method of achieving business success changed from focusing on production
or pushing goods and services on customers, to placing the customer at the centre of all marketing activities.
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The marketing approach focuses on finding out what customers want — through market research — and then
satisfying that need.

For the first time, most Australian families had discretionary income, more income than what was needed to
obtain the necessities of life. They used this extra income to satisfy their needs and wants with different kinds
of goods and services. For example, consumers started spending more on travel and recreation. Producers now
had to learn how to satisfy wants as well as needs; something else was needed if products were to sell as well as
previously. The emphasis shifted to the development of a marketing concept.

marketing approach focuses on
finding out what customers want
— through market research — and
then satisfying that need

discretionary income disposable
income that is available for spending
and saving after an individual has
purchased the basic necessities of
food, clothing and shelter

customer orientation the process
of collecting information from
customers and basing marketing
decisions and practices on
customers’ wants and interests

The marketing concept is based on the following principles. It must be:
• customer-oriented
• aimed at satisfying customers
• integrated into the business plan so as to achieve the business’s goals
• aimed to develop long-term relationships with customers.

As a result, the marketing approach is characterised by the importance placed on
identifying and satisfying customer needs and wants prior to producing the goods or
services — the motivation being that the business would produce what the customer
desired, and the customer would then buy the good or service. Marketing now
became central to all aspects of a business, and satisfying customer needs became
the responsibility of all employees, regardless of whether employees were financial
controllers, operations specialists, human resource officers or sales representatives/
consultants.

If you purchased a digital television today, there is a one-in-three chance it was made in
South Korea and a 25 per cent chance it was made by Samsung. The secret to Samsung’s
phenomenal success is that it is a business with a strong customer orientation:
collecting information from customers and basing marketing decisions and practices on
customers’ wants and interests (see figure 7.9).

FIGURE 7.9 For many years, Nike adopted a production-oriented
approach to marketing and believed the way ahead was through
product innovation. In the mid-1980s when competition intensified,
Nike realised that the only way forward was to put the consumer in
the spotlight as they are the ones who should drive innovation. They
therefore changed their approach to first finding out exactly what
customers want and then innovating and creating products to meet
those needs.
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customer satisfaction measures
how goods and services supplied
by a business meet or exceed
customer expectation

As mentioned previously, a key principle of the marketing approach is customer orientation. For businesses
that adopt a customer-orientation approach, the customer relationship does not end with the sale; it begins
there. Companies such as Samsung will strive continuously to not only simply meet but also exceed customer
expectations. Samsung, similar to many other businesses, constantly strives towards achieving and maintaining
high levels of customer satisfaction.

A customer-oriented business will want to create goods and services that customers want to buy. Everything they
do will be directed towards putting the customer at the centre of their thinking. Since customers are the lifeblood
of any business, they must be encouraged to stay loyal to the business. This means
that, at every level of the business, all employees will work towards customer
satisfaction by establishing positive relationships with customers.

SNAPSHOT

Case study: Slack’s customer orientation and marketing approach

Have you ever accidentally written a reply-all email to dozens of
people? Have you ever forgotten to attach a file? Have you ever been
overwhelmed by the number of emails you receive each day? Messaging
service, Slack, was created to address these common complaints made
by people regarding emails. It was created to make people’s lives easier
and was developed based on customer feedback and concerns.

Slack has changed the way teams and businesses communicate with
its app for centralising communications and information. The company
began in 2013 and is today worth over $20 billion and has more than
8 million daily users. The success of the app can be attributed to the fact that
it was built with obsessive attention paid to customer feedback.

Slack demonstrates extreme customer centricity by understanding what customers want and need. Today’s
workforce is increasingly mobile and want more flexibility. Slack responded to this change by designing a product
to meet society’s needs and make communication easier. Slack is easy to use and is also very quick — much
quicker than sending an email.

Slack has incorporated customer feedback from day one. In fact, many of the app’s greatest features have come
from customers’ opinions. Prior to releasing the first version, the company listened to customers and tested their
app for seven months. They then released the app to just ten companies. As soon as users told them something
wasn’t working, they immediately fixed it. The company then progressively shared Slack with larger groups,
received even more feedback and made even more modifications.

Slack is therefore focused on continuous improvement and they use real-time data and feedback to achieve this
aim. This emphasises how Slack puts customers at the heart of their strategy, basing every update on feedback
and consumer needs.

Slack aims to build long-term relationships with their users. Their customer support teams make themselves
available for all kinds of feedback. The effectiveness of these teams is measured by their ability to respond to
enquiries in a human way, rather than based on the number of issues resolved. This is done so that people don’t
feel like a number on a queue, but rather a valued customer. Their marketing is personal and engaging and helps
build a connection between customers and the brand.

Slack approaches everything they do with a customer-oriented mindset and their primary consideration is what
is best for customers. Their goal has never been about profits, but rather about improving the lives of customers.
As opposed to financial or sales figures, Slack analyses customer-facing indicators like daily active users and
Net Promoter Score (NPS), which measures the loyalty of customers to a company. This assists the company to
get an idea of how customers perceive the brand. Their goal is to create loyal, satisfied customers who will then
recommend the app to others. Instead of short-term financial objectives, their focus is on long-term customer
satisfaction. A great product can only go so far. Slack is proof that businesses that focus on delivering quality
customer experiences will grow and succeed.
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Another key feature of the marketing approach is relationship marketing.

It is no longer sufficient for a business to just market its goods and services in the hope of attracting new
customers. What is also required is a business to keep its existing customers satisfied. Relationship marketing
is the type of marketing that does this. It places a high priority on customer retention and continual satisfaction.
The core of relationship marketing is customer loyalty — so as to generate repeat sales — which can be
achieved through reward programs, customer care or good after-sales service. If, for example, you purchased a
mobile phone plan and the telecommunications provider gave you excellent pre- and after-sales service, and also
a customer reward program, you would probably continue purchasing the service from the provider. You may
even recommend the service provider to your friends.

Relationship marketing will be discussed in more detail in chapter 10.

7.3.4 The societal marketing approach — 1970s to present
In the 1960s and 70s the unethical practices of many companies became public. With growing public concern
over environmental pollution and resource depletion came a shift in the emphasis of marketing plans. The
concept of social marketing surfaced in 1972; a more socially responsible, moral and
ethical model of marketing. The societal marketing approach is closely related to
corporate social responsibility and sustainable development, and was implemented by
several companies to improve their public image.

relationship marketing the
development of long-term and cost-
effective relationships with individual
customers

societal marketing approach
a marketing approach that
emphasises social responsibilities,
as well as the importance of
maintaining and improving the
wellbeing of customers and society

The societal marketing approach emphasises social responsibilities and suggests
that to sustain long-term success, a business should develop a marketing strategy
to maintain and improve the wellbeing of both customers and society. The societal
marketing approach holds that a business should make good marketing decisions
by balancing three considerations: consumers’ wants, business profits and society’s
long-term interests.

SNAPSHOT

Case study: Nestlé ‘Good Food, Good Life’

Nestlé is an excellent example of a business that adopts a societal marketing approach. Since the beginning their
aim has been to enhance lives. Their mission, ‘Good Food, Good Life’, represents the company’s commitment to
enhancing life by providing customers with the best tasting, most nutritious food and beverages.

In order to be successful in the long-term and create value for shareholders, Nestlé believes they must also
create value for the communities where they operate and for their consumers. They call this ‘creating shared
value’.

Nestlé have developed three bold ambitions to help them achieve their mission of unlocking the power of food to
enhance quality of life for everyone. These three 2030 ambitions are:
1. To help 50 million children lead healthier lives: In order to help address global public health issues and to

meet changing consumer preferences for healthier foods, Nestlé introduced more nutritious foods and
beverages, simplified their ingredient lists and removed artificial colours. They have further decreased the
proportion of sugars, sodium and saturated fat in their products and increased vegetables and wholegrains.

2. To improve 30 million livelihoods in communities directly connected to their business activities: Nestlé
work with suppliers, partners and farmers globally to develop a range of initiatives to support rural
development, promote and respect human rights and guarantee decent employment and diversity to help
build stronger communities.

3. To strive for zero environmental impact in their operations: In order to achieve this aim, Nestlé use
responsibly sourced ingredients and renewable resources. They have implemented strategies to allow them to
operate more efficiently, eliminate waste, manage water more responsibly and reduce their greenhouse gas
emissions. Nestlé have also researched and attempted to develop the most sustainable packaging for their
products.
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In relation to marketing, Nestlé has been
an advocate for responsible marketing to
children for quite some time. They have
developed a Nestlé Policy on Marketing
Communication to Children which mandates
that all communication to children follows
responsible marketing principles. Part of
this policy states that any form of promotion
to children is limited only to products that
meet a specific nutritional profile. The
company has leveraged their marketing
efforts to promote healthy cooking, eating
and lifestyles.

Together these goals will help Nestlé
improve value for their shareholders and
will have a long-term positive impact on
every stakeholder connected with the company.

KEY IDEAS

• The production approach (1820s–1920s) focused businesses on the production of goods and services.
• The sales approach (1920s–1960s) emphasised selling because of increased competition.
• To stimulate demand for their goods and services, businesses increased their spending on advertising and
training sales representatives.

• The marketing approach (1960s to present) focuses on finding out what customers want — through market
research — and then satisfying that need.

• The marketing concept is based on the following principles. It must be:
• customer-oriented
• aimed at satisfying customers
• integrated into the business plan so as to achieve the business’s goals
• aimed to develop long-term.

• In the 1960s and 70s thegrowing public concern over environmental pollution and resource depletion led to
the concept of social marketing.

• The societal marketing approach emphasises social responsibilities and suggests that to sustain long-term
success, a business should develop a marketing strategy to maintain and improve both customers’ and
society’s wellbeing.

7.3 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. A downloadable solutions file is also available in the Resources tab.

7.3 Quick quiz 7.3 Exercise 7.3 Exam questions

Select your pathway

LEVEL 1
1, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14

LEVEL 2
2, 3, 5, 6, 15

LEVEL 3
4, 8, 11, 16, 17
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7.3 Exercise

Revision

1. Define the term ‘marketing concept’.
2. The marketing concept is a business philosophy adopted by many modern businesses. Read the following

three pairs of statements and write into your notebook the statement that represents the business that has
adopted the marketing concept philosophy. Justify your selection.
a. Business A: ‘Perhaps we should start stocking Clear View Mineral Water again. A lot of customers are

asking for it.’ Business B: ‘We will only stock Clear View Mineral Water when it decides to give us a better
deal than Natural Springs.’

b. Business A: ‘Our sales are falling. We will have to think about laying off someone.’ Business B: ‘Our sales
are falling. We will have to undertake some market research to find out why.’

c. Business A: ‘Please give generously with your donations, no matter how small. You never know when you
or your children may need some help.’ Business B: ‘Please help with your donations. Our charity is short of
money.’

3. Construct a concept map (started below) summarising the four marketing approaches.

Production approach

• 1820s–1920s
• Focus on production
• Marketing a spin-off of
   production

Marketing approach

Sales approach Marketing approach Societal marketing approach

4. ‘To disregard the “quality of life” issues when developing a marketing plan could lead to a customer
backlash.’ In small groups, use the brainstorm technique to analyse this statement. Share your group’s
answer with the rest of the class.

5. Distinguish between the terms ‘customer orientation’ and ‘customer satisfaction’.
6. Account for why a business would want to adopt a societal marketing approach.
7. Recall the aim of relationship marketing.
8. Conduct a class survey to establish the number of loyalty programs that class members belong to. Discuss

their effectiveness from the customers’ viewpoint. Create a 100-word report of the discussion.

Read the Nestlé ‘Good Food, Good Life’ case study and answer questions 9 to 11.
9. Outline two ways in which Nestlé demonstrates corporate social responsibility.

10. Select one of their 2030 ambitions and then research Nestlé and describe one strategy the company has
implemented in order to achieve that goal.

11. Assess whether Nestlé have been living up to their mission of ‘Good Food, Good Life’.

Read the ‘Slack’s customer orientation and marketing approach’ case study and answer
questions 12 to 14.
12. Identify the external influences in the business environment that have had an impact on Slack.
13. Outline some of the strategies Slack has adopted that illustrate it has adopted a marketing approach.
14. Describe how Slack undertakes market research.

Extension

15. Determine why the marketing concept is difficult for some businesses to implement.
16. ‘Marketing is not the sole responsibility of the marketing manager, but all managers.’ Assess the accuracy of

this statement using examples.
17. ‘Relationship marketing is only successful if the business has access to detailed information about its

customers.’ Evaluate this statement.
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Exam questions

Question 1 (1 mark)
Source: HSC 2018 Business Studies Exam, Section I, Q10

Which approach is being used when a business creates a focus group to evaluate a product?
A. Marketing
B. Production
C. Selling
D. Standardisation

Question 2 (1 mark)
Source: HSC 2013 Business Studies Exam, Section I, Q15

Company XYZ allocates most of its marketing budget to advertising.

What approach has XYZ adopted?
A. Selling approach
B. Market approach
C. Customer approach
D. Production approach

Question 3 (1 mark)
Source: HSC 2012 Business Studies Exam, Section I, Q6

A business develops a shirt made from fabric which never stains or looks crushed. It then runs an advertising
campaign to inform people about this product.

What type of approach is this?
A. Industrial
B. Marketing
C. Production
D. Selling

Question 4 (2 mark)
Source: HSC Business Studies, 2009, Section II, Q25a

100% 

environmentally 

friendly 

Fits all 

your shopping 

Buy one today 

Money back 

guarantee 

Has the 

government 

tick of approval 

Cheaper for 

pensioners 

Go green 

A customer-oriented business sells environmentally
friendly shopping bags. The business is considering using
the following advertisement to market its product. One
business objective is to improve its reputation as a provider
of environmentally friendly products.

Define customer orientation.

Question 5 (2 mark)

Distinguish between the selling and marketing approaches
to marketing.

More exam questions are available in your learnON title.
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7.4 Types of markets

SYLLABUS LINK In this subtopic you will learn about different types of markets, including: resource,
industrial, intermediate, consumer, mass and niche.

Source: Business Studies Stage 6 Syllabus © Copyright 2010 NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA).

7.4.1 Introduction

market a group of individuals,
organisations or both that: need or
want products (goods or services),
have the money (purchasing power)
to purchase the product, are willing
to spend their money to obtain the
product, are socially and legally
authorised to purchase the product

For the purposes of this topic, a market is defined as a group of individuals,
organisations or both that:

• need or want a product (goods or service)
• have the money (purchasing power) to purchase the product
• are willing to spend their money to obtain the product
• are socially and legally authorised to purchase the product.

A group that does not have these four features is not considered to be a market.

In general use, the term ‘market’ usually refers to the total population, or mass market, that purchases products.
Our definition is more specific and refers to individuals or groups who wish to buy specific products. There
are many markets in an economy. Based on the characteristics of the individuals and groups that make up a
specific market, it is possible to divide markets into six main types of markets: resource, industrial, intermediate,
consumer, mass and niche (see figure 7.10).

FIGURE 7.10 The six different types of markets

Niche Mass

Consumer

Industrial

IntermediateResource

Types of market

Because marketing plans and strategies vary depending on the intended market, marketing managers need to
understand the main characteristics of these six different types of markets.
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7.4.2 Resource market

resource market consists of
those individuals or groups
that are engaged in all forms of
primary production, including
mining, agriculture, forestry and
fishing

industrial market includes
industries and businesses that
purchase products to use in the
production of other products or in
their daily operations

intermediate market consists
of wholesalers and retailers who
purchase finished products and
resell them to make a profit

consumer markets a market
that consists of individuals —
that is, members of a household
who plan to use or consume the
products they buy

The resource market consists of those individuals or groups that are engaged
in all forms of primary production, including mining, agriculture, forestry and
fishing. The resource market makes up over 8 per cent of Australia’s economy
and generates over $264 billion in exports, accounting for more than 60 per cent
of Australia’s exports. As a group, this market in Australia is made up of over
180 000 enterprises or customers and has a large purchasing power. Farmers, for
example, purchase machinery, seed and fertiliser.

7.4.3 Industrial market
An industrial market includes industries and businesses that purchase products
to use in the production of other products or in their daily operations. Tip Top
Bakery, for example, buys flour to make bread, and Sony buys plastics and
metals to produce televisions. There are more than 481 000 businesses in the
manufacturing and construction industries.

7.4.4 Intermediate market

FIGURE 7.11 The COVID-19 pandemic has had
a devastating impact on the intermediate market.
A significantly high number of big-name brands
collapsed in 2020, which resulted in the closure of
many retail shopfronts.

The intermediate market consists of wholesalers
and retailers who purchase finished products and sell
them again to make a profit. The vast majority of
goods sold to consumer markets are first sold to an
intermediate market. Resellers are an intermediate
market. Subway, for example, is a retailer that buys
goods to make into sandwiches and salads for sale to
consumers.

In Australia, the total intermediate market is made
up of approximately over 132 000 retailers and over
79 000 wholesaling intermediaries. These figures
however were prior to COVID-19 which resulted in
decreased consumer confidence, an increase in job
losses as well as a reduction in household spending.
Australian retailers are now experiencing many
hardships due to predictions that the retail market
will decrease by 3.2 per cent in 2020.

7.4.5 Consumer market
Consumer markets are the markets with which we are most familiar. Each time we go shopping at the local
supermarket, we are part of the consumer market. Consumer markets consist of individuals — that is, members
of a household who plan to use or consume the products they buy. Consumers do not intend to use the products
to make other goods and services. Each of us is part of numerous consumer markets for products such as
housing, clothing, food, entertainment, appliances, music recordings, cars and personal services.

Marketing managers examine closely the behaviour of consumers so they can better understand what motivates
an individual to purchase a particular product. They also try to influence consumer buying behaviour by
developing a mix of marketing strategies.
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7.4.6 Mass market

mass markets in mass markets,
the seller mass-produces, mass-
distributes and mass-promotes one
product to all buyers

niche market a narrowly selected
target market segment (also known
as a concentrated or micro market)

Fifty years ago, marketing managers commonly spoke about the ‘mass market’. In
other words, there was a large demand for a standard product. In mass markets,
the seller mass-produces, mass-distributes and mass-promotes one product to all
buyers. The business does not target its products to a specific group of buyers. The
assumption is that all customers in the market have similar needs and wants.

The Model T Ford was the first motor vehicle to be mass-produced and sold to the
mass market. When the Model T Ford was first released onto the American market
in 1908, production could not keep up with demand. Henry Ford changed the production methods so that the
assembly process was cut from 12.5 hours to 93 minutes. Henry Ford’s ‘famous’ marketing slogan was that the
customer could have the car in any colour he or she wished, ‘as long as it was black’. This meant customers’
wishes were not considered. A business could adopt this attitude in the early periods of industrialisation because
consumers’ wants could not be fulfilled; most items that were produced could easily be sold. (The production
approach philosophy was dominant at this time.)

FIGURE 7.12 Shoes of Prey began in 2009
enabling shoppers to customise shoes online.
The business was quite successful targeting a
niche audience for a number of years, but began
to struggle when they attempted to scale into the
mass market. In 2019 Shoes of Prey collapsed
into liquidation. They learnt that mass market
customers don’t want to create; they want to be
inspired and shown what to wear. They want to
wear the latest trends and what influencers are
wearing.

Very few products today are marketed to the mass
market. Basic food items, electricity and water
are three current examples. Due to greater choice,
higher personal incomes and customers seeking more
individualised products, the mass market has been
replaced by segmented or niche markets.

The main benefits of serving the mass market are the
scope and cost efficiency of doing business on such a
large scale. Advertising messages broadcast over mass
media give a business the ability to achieve economies
of scale and appeal to a very large audience in a single
showing. However, the advantages of mass marketing
can only be achieved if the product in question is a
commodity or is beneficial to people across a wide
range of demographics.

7.4.7 Niche market
At the other end of the spectrum to the mass market
is a niche market, also known as a concentrated or
micro market. The mass market is divided into smaller
market segments consisting of buyers who have specific
needs or lifestyles. This smaller group of consumers
becomes the ‘target’ market, towards which marketing
managers ‘aim’ their marketing efforts. For example, in
any newsagent you will see row upon row of magazines,
each appealing to a specific niche market — male,
female, young, old, high income, low income, urban,
rural, outdoor lifestyle, indoor lifestyle and so on (see
figure 7.13). Market segmentation is discussed in more
detail in chapter 9.
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FIGURE 7.13 Niche magazines target highly specialised interests. They target extremely narrow audiences and
appeal to the specific values of limited segments of people. For example, Meredith publishes a wide range of
specialist publications that cater to women. While they publish more popular magazines such as Better Homes
& Gardens and Fitness, they also publish special interest titles such as Beautiful Kitchens & Baths, Do It Yourself,
Country Gardens, Quilting and Diabetic Living.

Source: Used with permission from Better Homes and Gardens® Magazine. All rights reserved; reprinted with permission.
Subject to national and international intellectual property laws and treaties.
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KEY IDEAS

• A market is a group of individuals, organisations or both that:
• need or want a product
• have the money to purchase the product
• are willing to spend their money to obtain the product
• are socially and legally authorised to purchase the product.

• Marketing plans and strategies vary depending on the intended market.
• Marketing managers need to understand the main characteristics of these six different types of markets.
• There are six main types of markets.
• Resource market: individuals or groups that are engaged in all forms of primary production
• Industrial market: businesses that purchase products to use in the production of other products or in
their daily operations

• Intermediate market: wholesalers and retailers who purchase finished products and resell them to
make a profit.

• Consumer market: individuals who plan to use or consume the products they buy
• Mass market: where the seller mass-produces, mass-distributes and mass-promotes one product to
all buyers

• Niche market: a narrowly selected target market segment

7.4 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. A downloadable solutions file is also available in the Resources tab.

7.4 Quick quiz 7.4 Exercise 7.4 Exam questions

Select your pathway

LEVEL 1
1, 3, 6

LEVEL 2
2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10

LEVEL 3
11

7.4 Exercise

Revision

1. Define the term ‘market’.
2. How does this definition of market differ from the general use of the term?
3. Outline the six different types of markets.
4. Distinguish between the resource and industrial markets.
5. Why is Subway considered to be part of the intermediary market?
6. Recall the correct word to complete the following sentences. The words can be found by reading the ‘7.4.5

Consumer market’ section.
a. Each time we go shopping at the local __________, we are part of the __________ market.
b. Consumer markets consist of _____________ that is, __________ of a household who plan to use or

__________ the products they buy.
c. Marketing managers examine closely the __________ of consumers so they can better understand what

__________ an individual to purchase a particular product.
d. Marketing managers also try to __________ consumer buying __________ by developing a mix of marketing

__________.
7. Distinguish between the mass market and a niche market.
8. Indicate, using an ‘M’ or ‘N’, whether the following products are sold in a mass or niche market. Justify your

selection.
Rolls Royce carsa. Mount Franklin waterb.
BRW magazinec. Fruit and vegetablesd.
BP petrole. Billabong wetsuitsf.
PlayStation gamesg. Sunbeam shearing combsh.
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Extension

9. Research the Resource and Industrial markets. Explain some of the recent trends in these markets.
10. Compare and contrast the main features of a mass market and a niche market.
11. Refer to figure 7.11 and assess the impact COVID-19 has had on the retail market.

Exam questions

Question 1 (1 mark)
Source: HSC 2019 Business Studies Exam, Section I, Q1

Sam runs a business that designs and sells custom-made, high fashion clothes.

In which type of market is Sam’s business operating?
A. Intermediate
B. Mass
C. Niche
D. Resource

Question 2 (1 mark)
Source: HSC 2017 Business Studies Exam, Section I, Q14

In which type of market would a large scale manufacturer of pasta purchase flour for its products?
A. Consumer
B. Industrial
C. Mass
D. Resource

Question 3 (1 mark)
Source: HSC 2016 Business Studies Exam, Section I, Q15

A confectionery company used to sell its chocolate bars direct to the public. Now its products will only be
available in supermarkets.

How has the market for the product changed?
A. From a resource market to an industrial market
B. From a consumer market to an industrial market
C. From a consumer market to an intermediate market
D. From an intermediate market to a consumer market

Question 4 (1 mark)
Source: HSC 2015 Business Studies Exam, Section I, Q1

In what type of market do wheat farmers sell their products?
A. Industrial
B. Intermediate
C. Niche
D. Resource

Question 5 (1 mark)
Source: HSC Business Studies, 2006, Q22a

A mobile phone company is moving to a niche market focus. The concept the company is aiming to develop is
relationship marketing.

Identify ONE feature of a niche market.

More exam questions are avaialble in your learnON title.
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7.5 Review
7.5.1 Summary
Role of marketing

• Marketing is undertaken by businesses with the intention of generating sales by satisfying customers’ needs
and wants.

• As consumers, we are constantly exposed to all aspects of the marketing process.
• Statistics reveal that more than 80 per cent of new products launched on the market fail in the first year of

operation, mainly as a result of poor marketing.
• Marketing is the process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion and distribution of

ideas, goods and services to create exchanges that satisfy individual and organisational objectives.
• A more simplified definition is that marketing is a total system of interacting activities designed to plan,

price, promote and distribute products to present and potential customers.
• Marketing is a multifaceted activity involving much more than merely selling or advertising.
• The strategic role of marketing is to implement strategies to maximise sales, increase brand awareness and

improve customer satisfaction so that the business can translate this goal into reality.
• Marketing today places a strong emphasis on viewing the business through the customers’ eyes, or

customer-oriented marketing.
• To develop customer awareness and demand, and thus form a customer base, an organised marketing

campaign is necessary, starting with the development of a marketing plan.
• The marketing plan is a document that lists activities aimed at achieving particular marketing outcomes in

relation to a good or service.
• Marketing does not occur in isolation; it is interdependent with the other key business functions.
• The marketing concept is a philosophy that states all sections of the business are involved in satisfying a

customer’s needs and wants while achieving the business’s goals.
• The marketing plan needs to become integrated into all aspects of the business, with marketing strategies

playing a major role in all business activities.

Production, selling, marketing approaches
• The production approach (1820s–1920s) focused businesses on the production of goods and services.
• The sales approach (1920s–1960s) emphasised selling because of increased competition.
• To stimulate demand for their goods and services, businesses increased their spending on advertising and

training sales representatives.
• The marketing approach (1960s to present) focuses on finding out what customers want — through market

research — and then satisfying that need.
• The marketing concept is based on the following principles. It must be:

• customer-oriented
• aimed at satisfying customers
• integrated into the business plan so as to achieve the business’s goals
• aimed to develop long-term.

• In the 1960s and 70s the growing public concern over environmental pollution and resource depletion led to
the concept of social marketing.

• The societal marketing approach emphasises social responsibilities and suggests that to sustain long-term
success, a business should develop a marketing strategy to maintain and improve both customers’ and
society’s wellbeing.

Types of markets
• A market is a group of individuals, organisations or both that:

• need or want a product
• have the money to purchase the product
• are willing to spend their money to obtain the product
• are socially and legally authorised to purchase the product.

• Marketing plans and strategies vary depending on the intended market.
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• Marketing managers need to understand the main characteristics of these six different types of markets.
• There are six main types of markets.

• Resource market: individuals or groups that are engaged in all forms of primary production
• Industrial market: businesses that purchase products to use in the production of other products or in their

daily operations
• Intermediate market: wholesalers and retailers who purchase finished products and resell them to make a

profit
• Consumer market: individuals who plan to use or consume the products they buy
• Mass market: where the seller mass-produces, mass-distributes and mass-promotes one product to all

buyers
• Niche market: a narrowly selected target market segment

7.5.2 Key terms

consumer markets a market that consists of individuals — that is, members of a household who plan to use or
consume the products they buy
customer orientation the process of collecting information from customers and basing marketing decisions and
practices on customers’ wants and interests
customer satisfaction measures how goods and services supplied by a business meet or exceed customer
expectation
discretionary income disposable income that is available for spending and saving after an individual has
purchased the basic necessities of food, clothing and shelter
industrial market includes industries and businesses that purchase products to use in the production of other
products or in their daily operations
interdependence the mutual dependence that the key business functions have on one another
intermediate market consists of wholesalers and retailers who purchase finished products and resell them to
make a profit
market a group of individuals, organisations or both that: need or want products (goods or services), have the
money (purchasing power) to purchase the product, are willing to spend their money to obtain the product, are
socially and legally authorised to purchase the product
marketing the process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion and distribution of ideas,
goods and services to create exchanges that satisfy individual and organisational objectives (American Marketing
Association). A more simplified definition is that marketing is a total system of interacting activities designed to
plan, price, promote and distribute products to present and potential customers.
marketing approach focuses on finding out what customers want — through market research — and then
satisfying that need
marketing concept a business philosophy that states that all sections of the business are involved in satisfying a
customer’s needs and wants while achieving the business’s goals
marketing plan a document that lists activities aimed at achieving particular marketing outcomes in relation to
goods or services. The plan provides a template for future action aimed at reaching business goals, such as profit
maximisation.
mass markets in mass markets, the seller mass-produces, mass-distributes and mass-promotes one product to
all buyers
niche market a narrowly selected target market segment (also known as a concentrated or micro market)
production approach a marketing approach that focuses on the production of goods and services
profit maximisation occurs when there is maximum difference between the total revenue coming into the
business and total costs being paid out
relationship marketing the development of long-term and cost-effective relationships with individual customers
resource market consists of those individuals or groups that are engaged in all forms of primary production,
including mining, agriculture, forestry and fishing
sales approach a marketing approach that emphasises selling because of increased competition
societal marketing approach a marketing approach that emphasises social responsibilities, as well as the
importance of maintaining and improving the wellbeing of customers and society
strategic refers to long-term, broad aims affecting all key business areas; that is, the strategic role of each key
business function involves the managers of each function contributing to the strategic direction or strategic plan
of the business
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strategy long-term, broad aims affecting all key business areas; that is, the strategic role of each key business
function involves the managers of each function contributing to the strategic direction or strategic plan of the
business

Resourceseses
Resources

Digital documents Topic 7 test (doc-36197)
Key terms glossary (doc-35573)
Chapter crossword (doc-36214)

Interactivity Chapter crossword (int-7157)

Exam question booklet Chapter 7 Exam question booklet (eqb-0029)

7.5 Activities

To answer questions and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to your
learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. A downloadable solutions file is also available in the Resources tab.

Exercise 1: Multiple choice questions
1. Which three key business functions is marketing interdependent with?

A. Operations, promotion and human resources
B. Promotion, human resources and finance
C. Human resources, finance and operations
D. Finance, operations and sales

2. Which of the following activities make up the four elements of the marketing mix?
A. Distribution, price, product and place
B. Promotion, price, packaging, product
C. Price, product, promotion, distribution
D. Product, publicity, price and promotion

3. A farmer grows vegetables to sell.
In what type of market does this farmer operate?
A. Niche market
B. Resource market
C. Industrial market
D. Intermediate market

4. Which of the following best describes the selling approach to marketing?
A. Investing in more ecologically sustainable practices
B. Purchasing new machinery to assist the business in increasing production
C. Using extensive advertising methods to persuade customers to purchase products
D. Attempting to build long-term relationships with customers through superior customer service

5. Which of the following would be an example of a strategic goal?
A. To increase sales by 2 per cent in 6 months
B. To increase net profit by 10 per cent in 5 years
C. To launch a new product in the next three months
D. To hire two more employees to work in the marketing department in the next month

6. A-one Turf supplies rolls of grass to companies. Their motto is ’If we make it, they’ll buy it’. Which marketing
approach does this represent?
A. Marketing approach
B. Sales approach
C. Production approach
D. Customer orientation approach

7. Blissful Bedding buys springs and foam underlays to make beds. In which of the following does this company
operate?
A. Intermediate market
B. Industrial market
C. Resource market
D. Niche market
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8. Daring Dos is a hairdressing salon specialising in dreadlocks and hair extensions. Its market is considered to
be which of the following?
A. Consumer market
B. Industrial market
C. Resource market
D. Niche market

9. What type of market is electricity an example of?
A. Niche market product
B. Consumer market product
C. Mass market product
D. Intermediate market product

10. Smokin’ Salmon is a Tasmanian wholesaler selling smoked salmon in global markets. It packages the salmon
with fine cheese and quality crackers, which it then sells to upmarket global retailers. It is operating in what
type of market?
A. Consumer market
B. Industrial market
C. Resource market
D. Intermediate market

Exercise 2: Exam practice questions

Question 1 (3 marks)

Describe the strategic role of marketing goods and services.

Question 2 (2 marks)

Outline why very few products today are marketed to the mass market.

Question 3 (5 marks)

Explain how marketing is interdependent with operations. Use an example to support your answer.

Question 4 (4 marks)

Distinguish between the production and selling approaches to marketing.

Question 5 (5 marks)

Assess how a customer-oriented approach to marketing can provide a business with a competitive advantage.

Question 6 (6 marks)

Analyse the impact the COVID-19 pandemic has had on the intermediate market.

Resourceseses
Resources

Teacher-led video Chapter 7 Exam practice solutions (tlvd-1871)

More exam questions are available in your learnON title.

Past HSC examinations
Sit past HSC examinations and receive immediate feedback, marking guides and examiner’s report notes.
Access Course Content and select ‘Past HSC examinations’ to sit the examinations online or offline.

Test maker
Create unique tests and exams from our extensive range of questions, including past HSC questions.
Access the Assignments section in learnON to begin creating and assigning assessments to students.
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